SWANSEA T’AI CHI

FROM THE STRESS RELIEF SET

YOUR FREE GUIDE

You’re in good hands…

Welcome, this guide (along with the accompanying video) will help you to learn the
simple but effective breathing exercise, “Sink Qi To The Dantian”. I’ll explain more about
‘dantian’ shortly.
I’ve personally used this exercise in school classes where there have been kids with
attention disorders and this exercise calmed them down within the first 2 minutes of practice.
Strangely, when our group started the breathing exercise the two boys in particular were still
running around as usual, taking no notice of me or the teacher there and just doing their own
thing.
Much to my astonishment, and that of the teacher, after less than 2 minutes the boys
stopped what they were doing and joined in. They were so chilled out after the exercise that
the teacher was nearly begging me to show her the moves.
The system that this exercise was taken from is something you’ll learn about very shortly,
through the emails. After the emails I send you about T’ai Chi, you’ll receive emails introducing you to Qigong - breathing or energy exercises.
In those, there’s information on Qi (energy), what is qigong, the 3 Treasures, how qigong
differs from ordinary physical exercise, regulating the body, breath and mind and more.
The instructions here leave out more technical details and in depth commentary on the
meridians and points but only because there’s not enough room in this brief guide. You have
everything you need here to gain all the benefits from Sink Qi To Dantian.
Anyway, on to the rest of the guide…
The Three Dantians
Easy reference:
1.Upper Dantian = Head (between the eyebrows)
2.Middle Dantian = Chest (at heart level)
3.Lower Dantian = Lower abdomen (just below the navel)
A little more depth..
The Upper Dantian is located inside the head, between the eyebrows. This area corresponds to consciousness, spirit and mental functioning.
The Middle Dantian is located in the heart (some alternate sources place it at the solar
plexus). This deals mainly with health of the internal organs and respiration.
The Lower Dantian is located below the navel in the lower abdomen and generally
considered to be the primary energy storage area of the body. The lower Dantian corresponds
to physical vitality and to sexual health and energy. It’s the place to which energy is brought
to after your Qigong exercise.

Principles of Sink Qi to Dantian
The purpose of the exercise is to return the body / breath / mind to their normal, but
improved, states.
The first half of this exercise is concerned with bringing all excess Qi that might have
gathered in the head (Upper Dantian) down to the heart (Middle Dantian).
The hands are raised, and placed on the forehead ready to draw the energy down to the
chest. During this inhalation phase the mind is focused on the Middle Dantian and it is this
mental concentration coupled with physically raising the hands upward away from the body
that blocks any more Qi from lodging in the Upper Dantian.
The hands brushing from the forehead to the back of the head and then down the neck to
the front of the chest is coupled with the mental concentration guiding the Qi from the Upper
Dantian down to the Middle Dantian.
The second half of this exercise is concerned with bringing any excess Qi that might have
gathered in the Middle Dantian down to the Lower Dantian, our main energy centre
The hands are raised again, but now are placed together over the Middle Dantian, the
mind is focused on the Lower Dantian when inhaling and it is this concentration along with
physically raising the hands upward away from the body that stops any more Qi from lodging
in the Middle Dantian.
While exhaling, the chest physically sinks gently inward when the hands brush downward and this helps to ‘squeeze’ the Qi down towards the Lower Dantian aided by the mental
focus.
The overall result is a gathering of surplus energies into the Lower Dantian, with the mind
being focused on the Lower Dantian as well this means that our energy, our mind and our
centre are now coordinated in one place which leaves us in an enhanced and balanced state.
The following instructions should be used in conjunction with the photos on page 6 and
the video you downloaded from the welcome email.
Part 1- Brushing from Head to Chest
1.1. INHALING
Rotate the arms outward until the palms face forward then, without pausing, swing the
arms slowly upward to the front until both palms rest on the forehead.
1.2. EXHALING
At the same time, rub the head with the hands from the forehead to the back of the neck
and then rub the neck from the back to the front. The hands meet in a prayer position in front
of the neck and then move down the front of the chest to the level of the heart.
1.3. INHALING
Turn the fingertips to point ahead and push the arms forward, open the palms and then
raise them slowly upward until both palms rest again on the forehead.

1.4. EXHALING
Rub the head with the hands from the forehead to the back of the neck and then rub the
neck from the back to the front. The hands meet in a prayer position in front of the neck and
then move down the front of the chest to heart level. This is a repeat of step 1.2.
1.5. INHALING
This is a repeat of step 1.3.
1.6. EXHALING
This is a repeat of step 1.2.
1.7. INHALING
This is a repeat of step 1.3.
1.8. EXHALING
Rub the head with the hands from the forehead to the back of the neck and then rub the
neck from the back to the front. The hands meet in a prayer position in front of the neck and
then move down the front of the chest to heart level and then continue to move down the body
to both sides back into the starting position.
Part 2 Brushing from Chest to Lower Abdomen
2.1. INHALING
Rotate the arms inward until the palms face the rear, raise them slowly upward to
shoulder height, then swing them forward while rotating them outward, finally bringing the
palms together over the Middle Dantian, left palm on the inside.
2.2. EXHALING
Raise the elbows, point the fingertips downward and then move the palms downward
gently brushing from the Middle Dantian (middle of the chest) to the Lower Dantian (just
below the navel).
2.3. INHALING
Separate the hands to the sides of the body and raise them slowly upward to shoulder
height then swing them forward, rotating the arms outward, finally bringing the palms together
over the Middle Dantian (heart level) with the left palm on the inside.
2.4 EXHALING
This is a repeat of step 2.2.
2.5 INHALING
This is a repeat of step 2.3.
2.6 EXHALING

This is a repeat of step 2.2.
2.7 INHALING
This is a repeat of step 2.3.
2.8 EXHALING
This is a repeat of step 2.2.

There you go. You can repeat as many times as you feel you need to.
For a more in depth explanation of this exercise and the other 7 which form the Stress
Relief Form, please see my teachers’ book “Managing Stress with Qigong” by Gordon
Faulkner.
Here, you’ll also find exercises for stress prevention and standing and seated versions of
both prevention and relief forms plus much more practical instruction, background and theory.
Over the page you’ll find me demonstrating the exercise through photos. Along with the
free video you should be practicing in no time.
Please let me know how you get on, I’d be very pleased to hear from you.
I sincerely hope you find the exercise and this guide useful, and if you have any
comments on how to improve them, or you’d like to share your experiences of practising Sink
Qi To Dantian, then please do get in touch with me by hitting reply in any of the emails.
Enjoy!
Mike

1.1 Inhaling

1.2 Exhaling (repeat until 1.7)

Making the change from 1.7 thru 1.8 and on to Part 2

Changing from Part 1 to Part 2
(cont…)From 1.8 to 2.1

(Continuing with 2.1

2.2 and continuation into 2.3…

